SCOTUS Nominee Brett Kavanaugh’s Paper Trail &
Potential Influence on U.S. Healthcare Laws
The future of healthcare policy could be significantly
affected by the appointment of President Donald
Trump’s nominee, Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh, to the
Supreme Court of the United States (SCOTUS).
SCOTUS has been highly influential in U.S. healthcare
policy in the past, and going forward, it has the power to
drastically change the healthcare system, perhaps most
severely by declaring laws or past executive action to be
unlawful or unconstitutional.
On July 9, 2018, President Trump nominated Judge
Kavanaugh to replace retiring Justice Anthony Kennedy,
who often served as the swing vote of the 9-justice
SCOTUS during his 30 years on the bench.1
In the wake of Judge Kavanaugh’s appointment,
reviewing his past opinions, especially as relates to the
myriad laws and regulations that govern the U.S.
healthcare system, may provide insight into how
SCOTUS, with Judge Kavanaugh on the bench, may rule
in future cases.
Judge Kavanaugh, in his current position as U.S. Circuit
Judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia (to which he was appointed by President
George W. Bush in 20062), has rendered an opinion in a
case specifically concerning the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (ACA). In 2011, Judge Kavanaugh
was selected at random to rule on whether the ACA was
constitutional before any of its provisions were imposed.3
Judge Kavanaugh faced a career-altering decision, which
decision would likely put him at odds with either the
Republican Party, who nominated him to the D.C. circuit
back in 2006, or the American people and their elected
representatives, who shared generally positive views of
efforts to increase health insurance coverage.4 He
managed to avoid discussing or ruling on the merits of
the case; when the other two judges on the D.C. Circuit
upheld the ACA, Kavanaugh dissented, stating that the
suit should have been dismissed for lack of standing until
after the tax penalty in the Individual Mandate took
effect.5 Specifically, Kavanaugh argued that he could not
rule on the case because doing so would not adhere to the
text of the Anti-Injunction Act of 1867, acting as a
statutory bar on jurisdiction: “The Anti-Injunction Act,
when applicable, bars any suit seeking relief that would
necessarily preclude the assessment or collection of taxes
under the Internal Revenue Code, regardless of the
plaintiff's professed motivation for the suit.”6 It was
originally held that regulatory taxes are covered by the
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Anti-Injunction Act (i.e., the suit is not barred) “as long
as they raise some revenue”; but the majority opinion
suggested that the ACA tax penalties were not designed
to raise revenue for the Government, and thus may not
qualify as taxes under the Anti-Injunction Act (thus
barring the suit).7 In essence, Kavanaugh argued that the
court could not rule on the case because the AntiInjunction Act did not allow courts to rule on the legality
of a tax before it had been imposed.8 Of note, Judge
Kavanaugh’s “raise revenue” argument subsequently
became the Obama Administration’s legality argument in
defending the law, and was ultimately the reasoning used
by Chief Justice Roberts in upholding the ACA as a
constitutional exercise of Congress’s power to tax.9
In June 2018 (just days before his nomination), Judge
Kavanaugh ruled against the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS) in a case brought by
hospitals claiming that Medicare has been using flawed
data since 1983, to which claim HHS responded that
factual determinations made so many years ago cannot be
challenged.10 Judge Kavanaugh rejected this argument
and wrote, “[i]t would seem to be the very definition of
arbitrary and capricious for H.H.S. to knowingly use
false
facts
when
calculating
hospital
reimbursements…[s]aving money is a laudable goal, but
not one that may be pursued by using phony facts to shift
costs onto the backs of hospitals.”11 The court stated that
when an agency’s interpretation is plainly erroneous or
inconsistent with the regulation, the court will not defer;
this opinion is consistent with Judge Kavanaugh’s
ostensible skepticism of the Chevron doctrine (regarding
the level of judicial deference given to agency
decisions),12 as indicated by his decisions.13
This theme is also apparent in the 2017 case, Americans
for Clean Energy v. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), where Kavanaugh held that the EPA exceeded its
authority because its interpretation of “supply” was too
broad within the relevant provision, and did not defer to
the EPA’s interpretation of the provision. 14 In a second
2017 case, Allina Health Services v. Price, Kavanaugh
held that the HHS calculation of disproportionate share
(DSH) payments under Medicare was procedurally and
substantively invalid because they did not provide an
opportunity for notice and comment, which the text of the
Medicare Act expressly requires.15 Kavanaugh also
found HHS’s argument, that the Administrative
Procedural Act (APA) interpretative-rule exception
(Continued on next page)

exempts them from notice-and-comment requirements,
to be unpersuasive.16
Another Kavanaugh opinion dealing with an HHS
statutory interpretation was in the 2011 case, University
of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center v. Sebelius, in
which Kavanaugh held that the HHS interpretation of the
term “reasonable cost” in calculating outpatient
reimbursement under Medicare was reasonable, and thus
unambiguous.17 Although Judge Kavanaugh sided with
the agency interpretation in this case (in contrast to the
other three cases), the main takeaway from his four
opinions is that he has textualist, originalist, and
formalistic tendencies, all of which are common
characteristics of a conservative judge. Kavanaugh’s
opinions are often narrow in the sense that they are
decided by applying uncontroversial constitutional
principles to the facts; he cites statutory text throughout
his opinions and relies strongly on constitutional
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principles and doctrines, such as procedural and
substantive due process.18
Justice Neil Gorsuch, another President Trump nominee
who replaced the deceased Justice Scalia in 2017, has
also written powerfully about the Chevron doctrine,
suggesting that it may violate the constitutional
separation-of powers doctrine; with two Supreme Court
Justices having this view, agencies may generally
experience tighter restrictions on their federal regulatory
powers.19
Judge Kavanaugh, whose confirmation hearing is
expected to be set for fall 2018, has the potential to
significantly influence future decisions of SCOTUS. The
paper trail left by his previous opinions as U.S. Circuit
Judge, which sheds some light as to how he could rule in
future cases before SCOTUS – particularly those that
relate to federal healthcare laws, may serve as a doubleedged sword in his (likely to be contentious) judicial
nomination, as the 2018 midterm elections heat up.
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